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Curriculum Vitae  
 

personal  born 21.12.1962 in Argentina 

university 1986-‘89  Graphic Design, ESAV, Bahía Blanca 
1997-‘98  Translation German-Spanish Univ. Nacional, Córdoba  

training/qualification 1999  scholarship, training as teacher, Goethe Institut 
2002  qualification as teacher, VHS 

working experience  1983-‘85  office, photography, Buenos Aires  
1989-‘98  printing / advertising, graphic designer, Ba. Bca. 
1998-‘01  German teacher, Soc. Escolar Alemana, Ba. Bca. 
2002-‘06  Spanish teacher, VHS Bielefeld 
2005-‘06  translation, Citysam AG 
since ’06  freelance translator 

software Trados 2007, SDL Studio 2011, Office 2010  

interests / hobbies design, photography, running 

 
 
Recent Works  
 

medical 200 pages editing and proofreading of medical book 

 2.700 words transl. & proofr. hallux valgus osteotomy 

 40.600 words translation rapid test kits 
   Strep, GBS, pH, Hb/Hp, Chlamydia, hCG, CRP, Troponin 
   drug screen, microalbumin, HIV1-HIV2, FOB 

 12.000 words transl. & proofr. medical reports, booklets etc 

 20.800 words translation endoscopic instruments 
6.200 words proofreading medical instruments 

 6.500 words translation, ECG manuals 

medical - dentistry 18.000 words translation dental hygiene training 

technical 103.100 words translation, German tablet press manufacturer  
   manuals and accessories 

 24.400 words translation, various 
   alcohol device, flow meter, packing, „Windkraftbefahranlage” 

 20.000 words translation CAD  

 21.600 words translation various scooter manuals / boxcopies 

 51.000 words translation, farm technology 

 5.200 words translation, print process management 

  
 



  

 

 

How I work 
My strengths are an educated and accurate Spanish. 
Aware of linguistic characteristics. 
Trados as translation memory tool. 
Team work to be up-to-date in the medical and technical area. 
Conscientious research. Thorough proofreading. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

VAT ID: DE268264869 

automotiv 19.800 words translation of repair manuals for busses 

 179.150 words translation, German car manufacturer 
   Zubehör-Datenbanken, Montage, various brochures 

 111.400 words translation, German trailer company 
   repair and service, various brochures 

 18 hours interpreting for German trailer company 

games / software 6.000 words translation & proofreading, Nintendo game  

marketing / advertising 21.000 words translation, various 
   for trade fairs, flyers, websites, franchise, banking, contracts 

 39.300 words translation for German trailer company 

 69.000 words translation for German car manufacturer 

 3.300 words translation, leadership training 

 3.650 words translation, website 

 21.000 words translation, farm technology 

  

general 6.700 words translation opening words, biography, toys etc. 

 1 hour voice recording Spanish, customer service  

 1.400 words lipsync video translation, German-Spanish 

 6.050 words translation of websites, after schools program 

 5.550 words translation, baby-care products 

 9.400 words translation German-Spanish, solarium manuals 

 34.000 words translation, farm technology 
   meetings / interviews / articles 

tourism 218.000 words translation & proofreading of travel guides 

  


